DOST-NIDEC Training Program in
Advanced and Emerging Technologies
The NIDEC Philippines Corporation develops, manufactures and specializes in motor application products. The DOST-SEI is tasked to accelerate the development of S&T human resources of the country through its scholarships, advanced specialized trainings and science education programs. The two parties agreed to collaborate to provide selected DOST-SEI scholar-graduates a training program in advanced and emerging technologies in Japan for three (3) years to strengthen their capabilities in R&D.

What are the objectives of the training program?
- To accelerate the development of human resources in advanced and emerging technologies; and
- To provide On-the-Job Training (OJT) for three (3) years to DOST-SEI scholar-graduates in the area of advanced and emerging technologies.

Who are eligible to apply?
- DOST-SEI scholar-graduate in the BS and MS levels with specializations in ECE, EE, ME, Manufacturing E; Robotics E and related fields;
- Not more than 45 years old;
- Preferably with academic honors;
- In good health;
- Endorsed by the employer or former professors;
- Have passed the preliminary interview; and
- With valid passport and approved visa and other travel documents.

What are the obligations of the DOST-SEI scholar-graduate after the training?
- Complete a minimum of one (1) year service with NIDEC after the training; and
- Complete the service obligation with DOST-SEI in the Philippines for a period equivalent to the duration of scholarship inclusive of the work rendered at NIDEC.

Where to secure the application form?
- Science Education Institute
  2nd Level, Science Heritage Bldg., DOST Compound
  General Santos Avenue, Bicutan, Taguig City
- downloadable at www.sei.dost.gov.ph

What are the documents to be submitted?
- Birth Certificate (Photocopy);
- Certified True Copy of the Official Transcript of Record;
- Endorsement from two (2) former professors in the BS/MS program;
- If employed
  - Recommendation from Head of Agency
  - Copy of the approved resignation from the employer
- Medical Certificate as to health status from a licensed physician with his/her PRC license number indicated; and
- Valid NBI Clearance

File Application Form with DOST-SEI
Deadline for Filing of Application Form
November 15, 2018
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